This assignment will familiarize you with Gradescope, the software used in this course for grading homework and exams. Complete the following steps.

1. Write a short paragraph (3-5 sentences) explaining what you think probability is.
2. Make sure to include your name, student ID, and the name of your professor in the top right-hand corner of your assignment. For longer assignments later in the quarter, this only needs to be done on the first page.
3. Create an account with Gradescope linked to your @ucsd.edu address. If you already have a Gradescope account linked to your @ucsd.edu address, then you do not need to create another account.
4. Read the guide for submitting homework on Gradescope.
5. Log into your account, find the course Gradescope page, select the correct assignment, and upload your scanned assignment following the guide in the previous step. If you cannot find the course Gradescope page, then you may need a course entry code MXE323.